MR03 Develop a Formula Validator for Math Search

Background
The MathSearch MediaWiki extension can search for wikipages based on the formulas they contain. MediaWiki is the technological backbone for Wikipedia.

Goal
- Integrate a LaTeX validator to the MediaWiki extension Math Search (PHP), adapt GUI elements and user experience.

Tasks
- Set up a local development environment for MediaWiki extensions
- Write code which integrates the input validator and tests the functionality
- Create front-end elements which display the validation output for Math Search.
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Background

MediaWiki is the software running Wikipedia. While editing Wikipedia is straightforward, editing the MediaWiki source code requires a bit more effort. In this project, you will be guided to your first contribution to the open-source project MediaWiki.

Goal

Improve the MediaWiki software in production by fixing a bug or implementing a feature requested by the community. For example:

Add an integral symbol with a short horizontal bar in the middle ($\mathcal{⨍} \mathcal{⨍}$)

Tasks

1. Understand the problem and develop an implementation plan
2. Get Community Consensus
3. Set up a local development environment
4. Develop unit and integration tests
5. Interactively improve your code according to the suggestions
6. Get your code deployed and test it in production
7. Update the documentation and issue tracking software.